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1. Introduction 
 
Business Result belongs to Result Super-series three individual series with Common 
Result values: English Result, Business Result and Exams result- published by Oxford 
University Press with the aim of providing students with the communication pick-up-
and-use business skills they need at work in a great variety of real situations. The 167-
page -ROM, is 
designed for students with an advanced level of English and can be used in class or for 
self-study. Other skills dealt with in the same series include not only telephoning, e-
mailing, socialising and presenting but also showing understanding, establishing rapport 
or even expressing dissatisfaction. 
 
2. Format 
 
Following a chart of contents and an introduction, the book is made up of twelve well-
organized units. After them, the authors have added a pack of interesting and really 
useful sections formed by a practice file, a language reference, useful phrases and 
information files. At the end of the book, the audio scripts from units 0 to 9 are included 
so that the students can check their understanding after their lessons.  
 
After the title and summary of the unit content, the eight page units follow the same 
format: starting point, working with words, business communication skills, language at 
work, practically speaking and case study, which are interrelated and also refer to the 
extra material included at the end of the book for students to increase and clarify 
concepts immediately. The units do
the interactive workbook for them to expand their knowledge at home. 
 
The page layout is attractive and full of colour and photographs to attract the 
attention. Each section is organized to facilitate reading and consulting. The highlighted 
boxes and handy tips in the margins encourage students to go further on their study. 
 
 
3. Contents 
 
Within the set format for each unit described above, the student will find a wide variety 
of different exercises and activities.  
 



The starting point consists of two questions that can be a good helpful for brainstorming 
on board or simply as a warm-up before beginning the unit. 

The section working with words provides the students with essential language related to 
the topic of the unit. It usually contains key vocabulary, different phrases, collocations, 

 

After that, business skills are developed thanks to a given context which is analyzed by 
the students.  This section helps them to understand how to react in a specific situation. 
They will show after in practically speaking chapter- what they have learned. 

The forth subdivision within the unit is language at work, which is dedicated to review 
particular grammatical structures such as cleft sentences, uses of demonstrative 
adjecti  

Then, when the students have acquired a good knowledge of the topic, they have a part 
for them to communicate orally and reflect on their own experiences thanks to role-play 
activities in the area entitled practically speaking. They should think here of meaning 
negotiation they might take part in. 

Finally, a case study is proposed. The students are given the profile of an authentic 
company and they have to analyze the situation and try to decide what to do taking into 
account both internal and external factors. At the end, an expert from Cranfield School 
of Management gives his or her opinion about the situation for them to compare it with 
their own reasoning.  

 
4. Skills Work 
 
Provided that we are dealing with a book devoted to business English, the emphasis lies 
on oral language, both speaking and listening. Tasks include reading but spoken skills 
are the main objective. 
 
Spoken language is present in all sections of the book. There are a lot of activities for 
students to work with their partners, from the beginning of the lesson to the end. They 
are given a context and they are asked to practice the expressions and structures that 
appear within the unit. 
 
Despite the fact that the book is expected to be used in class, the interactive workbook 
contains plenty of listening exercises so that students can practice at home too. In 
contrast, there are no writing tasks such as production of formal letters or emails that are 
really important for an expert on business in his/her daily work life. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5. L earner T raining 
 
A strong and particular focus on learner training is achieved throughout the book. 
Students are not only encouraged to speak and practice in class but also to make links 
among the different aspects of business English they are learning during the course of 
the units.  
The key word boxes in the margins and the expert view section draw attention to 
especially important vocabulary. 
 
The intention of the book is to make students aware of their progress and involve them 
in their own learning process so that they can reflect it on their attitudes and afterwards 
use what they have learned in their personal professional situations. 
 
 
6. Conclusion 
 
As would be expected in a book made for adults, the clear layout and the practical 
approach are the main strengths. The attractive presentation is also something to take 
into account, but the strongest point of Business Result is the real case study section 
along with the useful expert view which provides the student with the necessary skills to 
manage him/herself in any common business situation.  
 
 


